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Always use photos you’ve taken yourself, or which
were taken in situations where you were present.
• If you have no personal experience with the
photo’s location or content, your work will suffer
from a lack of authenticity.
• Especially don’t use photos from magazines,
newspapers, postcards, or other printed matter.
This is usually a violation of copyright law. Many
photos online are also copyright. So just don’t.
Never duplicate a photo as a painting.

Ways of altering photos
• Cropping
• Collaging
• Changing colors (hue, value)
• Changing sizes of elements
• Deleting elements
• Changing relationships of elements
• Moving elements

• What’s the point? Get an enlargement on canvas
if you love it as is. Otherwise, change it for the
better.

Means of altering photo elements

Make your altered photo reference a work of art
in itself. It’ll be much more satisfying to work
from.

• Squaring-up for resizing (see reverse)

• I like to bring mine to a point where I fool my own
eye, and I can believe that my image is “real.”

• Tracing paper additions

• Just remember that your goal is not to duplicate
your reference: work from it, don’t stay in that one
place.
When combining photos, be sure that light is
coming from the same direction in each photo.
View your photo/s with a sharp eye for
compositional structure as well as for content.
• Make changes for better composition: move and/or
resize elements, delete, simplify, or focus on others.
Let your painting tell you what it needs, apart
from the guidance of your photo reference.
• Towards the end of your art-making process pay
more attention to your work of art, and little or
no attention to your photo reference. Do the
darks need to be darker, or the lights lighter? Does
an area need a change of hue? Not everything you
need will be in the photo reference.

• Photo editing software (Photoshop, etc.)
• Projection/re-drawing
• Photocopy collage
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Composition
• Use your cropping “L”s to sight possible
compositions using the Rule of Three. Using the pre-printed blanks on your Thumbnail Sheet*, and working quickly, sketch
out variations of your chosen photos.
• Points where the dividing dotted lines intersect are your visual “hot spots;” use one
to site your primary visual interest.
• Try both horizontal and vertical sketches, and show
dark, light, and intermediate values of the still life
elements to determine your final composition.
• Use remaining three “hot spots” for optional secondary visual interest. Make at
least 3 sketches of varying views of your subject, then choose the best composition.

